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Abstract
The “Seyfert and star formation Activitiy in the Far-Infrared” (SAFIR) project is aimed at studying the physical nature
of the nuclear IR emission and star formation properties of a small sample of nearby Seyfert galaxies observed with the
PACS and SPIRE instruments on board the Herschel space observatory. In this paper, we review the achieved results,
that reveal the importance of the far-IR range to improve the quality and reliability of the estimates of basic AGN torus
parameters, and describe some preliminary outcome from the on-going work on the dust properties of resolved AGN host
galaxies.
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1 Introduction
Coeval AGN and starburst phenomena can be assessed
by means of the analysis of dust in the infrared (IR) do-
main. In this range, in particular in the mid-IR (MIR)
and far-IR (FIR), dust contributes to most of the ther-
mal emission. The unified model considers a central
AGN engine and a broad-line region (BLR) obscured
by a thick dust torus. The dust grains re-radiate in the
IR the absorbed UV/optical photons. As it has been
well characterised by existing facilities (eg. Spitzer, T-
ReCS), the dusty torus emission peaks in the MIR (7-
30µm) and it extents to the FIR, where the contribu-
tion related to the star formation (SF) becomes domi-
nant. Thus, agreeing to [8], the SED of Seyfert galaxies
in the MIR and FIR range can be solely explained by
the dust thermal re-radiation of higher energy photons.
Therefore, dust thermal emission should be made-up of
three different contributions: (a) warm dust heated by
the AGN (120-170 K); (b) cold dust heated by the star
formation (40-70 K, and (c) very cold dust heated by
the general interstellar radiation field (15-25 K). Until
now it has been poorly constrained due to the limited
spatial resolution and spectral coverage of the exist-
ing facilities. The Herschel observatory [5] provides
new performances and capabilities to study the emis-
sion of nearby galaxies in FIR ans sub-mm regions: the
PACS [9] photometer allows to image in the 70, 100 and
160µm with unprecedented spatial resolution (5.5 arc-
sec at 70µm) and the SPIRE [3] photometer permits
to image in the 250, 350, 500µm bands, a formerly un-
explored region, at a relatively high spatial resolution.
These instruments provide, on the one hand the char-
acterisation of the AGN SED minimizing the contami-
nation by the host galaxy (PACS) and on the other, the
assessment of the cold and very cold dust components
(SPIRE) both across the host galaxy and the nuclear
and circum-nuclear regions. PACS and SPIRE data can
1Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and
with important participation from NASA.
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be used to fit SEDs sampling both the emission peak
and the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the thermal emission of
the cold and very cold dust components. The fitted
SEDs can be used to derive dust masses and tempera-
tures and the star formation rate (SFR). The relatively
high spatial resolution of these instruments makes pos-
sible to map the different emission regions (e.g. nucleus,
arms, inter-arm region). In this context, two foci of in-
terest drive the SAFIR study: (a) The dusty torus:
current models consider either smooth or clumpy dust
distributions. Any AGN IR model should consider three
constituents when applied to describe the actual SED
of Seyfert galaxies: AGN, starburst and host galaxy.
The starburst contribution can be constrained by the
use of FIR data. In addition, both the torus and star-
burst emission overlap smoothly in the FIR. Therefore,
the use of FIR data with high spatial resolution and
wide spectral range coverage is fundamental to discrimi-
nate the modelled torus characteristics. (b) The nuclear
activity and star formation coexistence: the interrela-
tionship between accretion onto massive black holes and
the star formation is a topic fundamental to understand
the formation and evolution of galaxies. FIR data from
Herschel PACS and SPIRE allow to characterise and
map the dust distribution and temperature and the star
formation activity across galaxies hosting AGNs. It can
contribute to constraint the current AGN formation and
evolution models.
2 Sample of Galaxies and Technical
Implementation
The SAFIR collection of nearby galaxies is constituted
by 18 Seyfert galaxies sampled to represent different
nuclear clases (Seyfert 1.x & Seyfert 2). Only ob-
jects with available high-resolution MIR data (ground-
based or Spitzer) were selected. In addition, all the
objects have available optical, NIR, X-radio and ra-
dio data. This allows to construct a complete multi-
wavelength SED for all the objects of the sample. Ten
galaxies of the sample are barred spiral/lenticulars and
five are peculiar/interacting systems. Four objects
are confirmed Luminous or Ultra-luminous IR galax-
ies (LIRG/ULIRG). The observations were performed
in the PACS and SPIRE scan map modes adjusting the
mapped areas to fit the host galaxy and a background
region within the surveyed area. The achieved 1σ sensi-
tivities were approximately, 3.6, 3.9 and 3.9 mJy/beam
for PACS at 70,100 and 160µm and 5.5, 7.6 and 6.4
mJy/beam for SPIRE at 250, 350 and 500µm. With
these sensitivities it was possible to map both the nu-
clear and circum-nuclear regions and also large areas
within the galaxy disks.
3 Results
This section presents some already published results
from the SAFIR project [10, 2, 1] for three objects of
the sample.
3.1 NGC 3081
This galaxy was studied in the context of the SAFIR
project combining PACS/SPIRE data with ground-
based high-resolution NIR/MIR data [10]. This ob-
ject is an early-type barred spiral ((R)SAB0/a(r)). It
comprises a series of well defined nested star-forming
annular-like features: nuclear (r1, 2.3 kpc), inner (r2,
11 kpc) and outer (26.9 kpc) rings. The inner ring
(r2) is evidently resolved in the images up to 250µm.
The nuclear SED was fitted combining unresolved FIR
fluxes (r≤ 1.7 kpc) together with integrated NIR and
MIR data. A clumpy model was applied to simulate
the nuclear torus emission [4] to assess how the the
torus parameters have to be modified, in particular the
torus size to account for the FIR emission. As a re-
sult, it was obtained that the torus outer radius must
be notably increased: Ro = 4
+2
−1 pc vs. Ro = 0.7± 0.3 pc
obtained using only NIR and MIR data [11]. Also the
radial distribution of clouds (defined by the power-law
index of the radial density profile q) flattens when the
FIR data are included in the simulation: (q = 0.2 vs
q = 2.3). Other model parameters (width of the angular
distribution, inclination angle, optical depth, number of
clouds) are in agreement with those obtained without
FIR data. At larger scales (1.7 kpc≤ r≤ 5.4 kpc), the
FIR emission is well characterised by cold dust thermal
emission at T = 28± 1 K (assuming a grey blackbody
with emissivity β= 2) likely heated by young stars in
r1. The FIR emission of the outer part of the galaxy
can be reproduced with very cold dust (T = 19± 3 K)
heated by the interstellar radiation field.
3.2 Mrk 938
This galaxy contains a Seyfert 2 AGN and presents
a significant starbust activity. This object is a mor-
phologically peculiar galaxy that has been proposed to
be the remnant of a gas-rich merging of two unequal
mass galaxies [12]. It is classified as LIRG due to its
large IR luminosity. A multi-wavelength study was per-
formed for this object combining X-ray, NIR, MIR and
PACS/SPIRE FIR data in the context of the SAFIR
project [2] in order to characterise the origin and na-
ture of its strong emission in the IR range. The AGN
bolometric contribution to the MIR and the total IR lu-
minosity is small [Lbol(AGN)/LIR∼ 0.02] as observed in
the component decomposition of the MIR Spitzer/IRS
spectrum, which is in agreement with previous estima-
tions. The MIPS 24µm and PACS 70µm images indi-
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cate that the major part of the star formation activity
is concentrated in a compact obscured region of ≤ 2
kpc. FIR data have been used to constraint the cold
dust emission with unprecedented accuracy. In order
to derive the dust properties, the integrated IR SED
has been fitted. It has been found that the MIR to FIR
spectrum can be properly modelled by a two-component
SED: two modified blackbodies with fixed emissivity
(β= 2) and temperatures Tw = 67 K and Tc = 35 K for
the warm and cold dust components, respectively. In
addition, a single blackbody component SED was fit-
ted to the FIR-only spectrum with a modified black-
body of β= 2 and T = 36.5 K. This value has been used
along with the SPIRE flux at 250µm to derive the dust
mass using Eq. 2 considering an absorption coefficient
κ250µm = 4.99 cm
2g−1. The value obtained for the dust
mass, Mdust = 3× 107 M, is consistent with those de-
rived for local ULIRGs and other IR-bright galaxies.
3.3 NGC 1365
NGC 1365 (Fig. 1, left) is a supergiant barred spi-
ral galaxy (SB(s)b). It is a nearby (18.6 Mpc) LIRG
harboring a Seyfert 1.5 type nucleus. The inner Lin-
blad resonance (ILR) region of the galaxy contains a
powerful nuclear starburst ring with an approximate
diameter of 2 kpc. We have probed the nuclear and
circum-nuclear activity of this galaxy in the IR [1]. The
strong star formation activity in the ring is resolved by
the Herschel/PACS imaging data that shows some sub-
structures (super star clusters), as well as by the Spitzer
24µm continuum emission, [Ne ii]12.81µm line emis-
sion, and 6.2 and 11.3µm PAH emission. The active
galactic nucleus (AGN) is the brightest source in the
central region up to λ∼ 24µm, but it becomes increas-
ingly fainter in the FIR when compared to the emis-
sion originating in the IR clusters located in the ring.
We modelled the AGN unresolved IR emission with a
clumpy torus model and estimated that the AGN con-
tributes only in a small fraction (∼ 5%) of the IR emis-
sion produced in the inner ∼ 5 kpc. The estimated torus
size is ∼ 5 pc. We fitted the non-AGN 24–500µm SED
of the region within the ILR and found that the dust
temperature and mass are similar to those of other nu-
clear and circum-nuclear starburst regions. Finally, the
comparison of the IR-derived SFR with that obtained
from Hα observations indicates that ∼ 85% of the on-
going star formation within the ILR is taking place in
dust–obscured regions.
4 Dust Properties of Resolved AGN
Host Galaxies
A study of the dust properties of spatially well-resolved
AGN hosts has been started (Sa´nchez-Portal, Castillo-
Fraile et al. in preparation). Within the SAFIR sam-
ple, four galaxies (NGC 1365, NGC 4258, NGC 1566
and NGC 5728) have an apparent size large enough to
allow a detailed analysis of the spatial dust properties,
notably its temperature and mass that can be directly
compared with the star formation characteristics. For
these objects, the spatial resolution of the observations
is being exploited to produce maps of the dust mass,
temperature, and SFR. In this section some examples
of the activities currently on-going are shown.
Assuming an optically thin emission, the flux den-
sity can be expressed as fν ∝ νβB(ν, Tdust) where β
is the dust emissivity. As already stated, several dust
components with different temperature should be gen-
erally considered, so the flux density can be expressed
as:
fν(λ) =
n∑
i=1
Ni
λβ+3(ehc/λkTi − 1) (1)
Figure 1: Temperature maps of NGC 1365 (left) and
NGC 1566 (right). Average temperatures range from ∼ 17–18K
in the inter-arm regions to T∼23–24K in the bright spots within
the spiral arms. The highest average dust temperatures are ob-
served in the central region of NGC 1365 with T∼26K.
where Ni are the normalization constants and Ti are
the temperatures of the different components. The pro-
cedure devised to generate temperature maps includes
the following steps: after a standard reduction proce-
dure (see [1] for a description), the PACS 70, 100 and
160µm and SPIRE 250 and 350µm maps have been
convolved to the resolution of the SPIRE 500µm im-
ages and resampled to the largest pixel size (that of
the SPIRE 500µm maps, set to 14 arcsec). The images
have been spatially registered and used as input to an
IDL procedure that performs a least-squares fit to ei-
ther one or two dust components (n = 1 or 2) at each
pixel in order to cope with the cold or/and very cold
dust components.
In the maps shown in Fig. 1 we have used a single
temperature component with a fixed emissivity β= 2
to create the temperature maps of NGC 1365 (top) and
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NGC 1566 (bottom). The latter is a bright (LC II-III),
nearby (11.83 Mpc) SAB(s)bc spiral galaxy harboring
a Seyfert type 1.5 nucleus.
Figure 2: SFR map of NGC 1365, obtained from the grey
body IR luminosity integrated between 8 and 1000µm.
The temperature maps generated closely follow the
topology of the star formation regions, with the highest
temperatures corresponding to areas of high SF activ-
ity, as observed by comparison with the morphology of
70µm and optical Hα images. In fact, we have cre-
ated SFR maps by integrating the grey body SED at
the best-fit temperature and applying standard scal-
ing relations [7]. In Fig. 2 we show the SFR map of
NGC 1365. There is an excellent agreement with the
structures revealed by the dust temperature map and
the SFR density. In agreement with [1], it is observed
that the most intense star formation is taking place in
the circum-nuclear region (within the ILR). Outstand-
ing formation rate is also taking place in the spiral arms.
Figure 3: NGC 4258 Temperature (left) and dust mass (right).
The spatial distribution of dust mass (projected
dust density) can be obtained from the temperature
maps, using the expression:
Mdust =
D2Lfν
κνBν (Tdust)
(2)
adapted from [6], where DL is the luminosity dis-
tance and fν is extracted from the SPIRE flux
map at 250µm assuming an absorption coefficient
κ250µm = 4.99 cm
2g−1. In Fig. 3 we present the dust
temperature and mass maps of NGC 4258, a bright (LC
II-III), nearby (7.44 Mpc) SAB(s)bc spiral galaxy host-
ing a LINER/Seyfert 1.9 nucleus. The pixel scale is
0.36 Kpc−2.
5 Conclusions
The high spatial resolution Herschel PACS & SPIRE
observations are demonstrating the importance of the
FIR to improve the quality and reliability of the AGN
torus fits. Parameters as important as the torus radius
and cloud radial distribution have a strong dependency
of this spectral range. Moreover, the FIR data are cru-
cial to characterise the starburst contribution and to
constrain the dust properties. The quality of the Her-
schel data is allowing us to study the spatial distri-
bution of dust within the galaxies, thus permitting to
characterize the variation of dust properties (tempera-
ture, dust mass) and SFR with the nuclear distance.
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